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HDR-4 LOW-PROFILE WALL MOUNT HORIZONTAL DISTRIBUTION CABINET

unique open back wall
rack design mounts
over existing conduit,
electrical boxes, etc. Featuring an innovative, low-profile parallel-to-the-wall design, the Horizontal

Distribution Cabinet is ideal for mounting patch panels, switches, hubs and
routers.  Protruding only 72” from the wall, the HDR provides 4 total rackspaces
for equipment mounting in two sections.

Structural Features
3 Beveled front door with flanges on all sides provides greater security for

equipment

3 150 lb. weight capacity

3 Reversible hinged door with lock and padlockable latch allows opening from
either side and provides additional security in open area installations

3 Integral electrical box simplifies power distribution

3 Constructed of 16-gauge steel, the HDR measures 24” wide by 36” high  x
72” deep

3 Finished in a durable putty powder coat

3 Standard 11-gauge, 10-32 threaded rackrail with marked rackspace
increments to speed equipment mounting

3 Pivoting rackrail speeds installation and servicing

Thermal Management
3 Ventilation slots on front cover address thermal management needs

3 42½” fan kit available, mounts externally to maximize equipment mounting
and cable management space

Cable Management
3 Upper set of 2 space rackrail pivots 90o with a positive stop to simplify patch

panel wire terminations

3 Lower set of 2 space rackrail pivots for easy access to rear switch, hub and
router connection points

3 Cable management features include a 7” x 4” cable pass-through on
backpan, abundant cable tie points and integral lacing bar on top set
of rackrail

3 24” length of hook and loop fasteners included to facilitate cable management

3 Laser knockouts on the top, bottom and sides for cable entry

Code Compliancy
3 Grounding/bonding stud in base of cabinet facilitates the proper grounding and

bonding of electronic equipment, as per NEBS and NEC standards

3 UL Listed in the US and Canada
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Part # Racking Height

HDR-4 31/2” + 31/2” (2 space + 2 space)

Fan Kit

Part # Description

HDR-FAN external 41/2” fan kit and vent blocker

Easy Access To Equipment Connections

UPPER BAY LOWER BAY

rotates out
for easy access
to equipment
connections

rotates for easy access
to patch panel connections
and provides positive stop
for punch downs

HDR-FAN
optional external
mount fan

pre-installed
grounding/
bonding stud

includes pre-installed
electrical box

vented for cooling

shown with equipment
in service position

lower bay for hub and
router mounting

upper bay for patch
panel mounting

HDR-4

laser knockouts accommodate
Wiremold® 4000 Series raceways

beveled front door
provides enhanced
security


